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The BPXSP beltpack was developed for use outdoors, utilizing a
backlit LCD display for easier viewing in sunlight, and larger, weathertight buttons for protection from wet conditions and use with gloves.
It’s a lightweight and durable companion Ethernet network based
digital intercom system, providing comfortable and direct access
to up to 4 direct channels. The 4 big buttons can be used either all
be used as talk buttons, or as a combination of talk and call buttons
(in the combination 2/2 or 3/1). A simple press of the button will
toggle (latch), while a long press will temporarily activate the voice
connection (PTT). A simple key combination enables the user to enter
the extended Channel mode, where there‘s access to all 32 available
channels.
The LCD can display text messages, light and call signs, as well as
status messages clearly in any environment. Incoming call signals
are indicated by a red/white flashing display, while alarm signals
can additionally activate an alarm tone if desired. Two multi-purpose
encoders on the sides of the unit complete the hardware features,
providing multiple functions including volume control. All settings can
be made either on the device itself via the integrated display or via the
free Green-GO Control Software.
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Technical Data
—— Dimension:
95mm x 119mm x 49mm
—— Weight: 260g
—— Connections: 1 x Neutrik XLR4M,
1 x 10/100Mbps Neutrik RJ45
etherCON
—— Controls: 1 x OLED colour display,
4 Buttons, 2 x MultifunctionEncoders
—— Power Supply: PoE (802.3af)
Article Reference
GGO-BPXSP
Accessory
GHSA05 Telephone Style

